Abstract Digital forensics is the process of employing scientific principles and processes to analyze electronically stored information and determine the sequence of events which led to a particular incident. In this digital age, it is important for researchers to become aware of the recent developments in this dynamic field and understand scope for the future. The past decade has witnessed significant technological advancements to aid during a digital investigation. Many methodologies, tools and techniques have found their way into the field designed on forensic principles. Digital forensics has also witnessed many innovative approaches that have been explored to acquire and analyze digital evidence from diverse sources. In this paper, we review the research literature since 2000 and categorize developments in the field into four major categories. In recent years the exponential growth of technological has also brought with it some serious challenges for digital forensic research which is elucidated. Within each category, research is subclassified into conceptual and practical advancements. We highlight the observations made by previous researchers and summarize the research directions for the future.
Introduction
Digital forensics is a branch of science that involves the application of scientific principles to the investigation of artifacts present in one or more digital devices in order to understand and reconstruct the sequence of events that must have transpired in generating the said artifacts. Digital forensics pertains to acquiring, examining, analyzing, and possibly documenting and presenting these artifacts and the reconstructed sequence of events as evidence in a court of law. Digital forensics developed as an independent field in the late 1990s and early 2000s when computer based crime started growing with the increasing usage of computers and more so, the Internet. In early days, it was called computer forensics since the evidence collected was restricted to computers. However, in recent years, with several technological advances, this restriction is no longer true. Consequently, the process of conducting forensic investigations involving contemporary digital evidence has become more challenging.
Computer forensics developed as an independent field in late 1990s and early 2000 when computer based crime started growing with the increasing popularity of computers and especially the Internet. Of the approximately half of respondents who experienced at least one security incident last year, fully 45.6 percent of them reported they'd been the subject of at least one targeted attack. According to the 2010/11 CSI Computer Crime Survey [60] , almost 46 % of the respondents were affected by at least one form of computer crime. According to 2010 Gallup Computer Crime survey [73] , 11 % of American adults report that they were a victim of a computer or Internet crime on their home computer in the past year, up from the 6 to 8 % levels found in the previous 7 years. The 2012 Indian Risk survey [71] indicates that Computer and Internet crime remains the single largest source of national threat at 10.81 % closely followed by terrorism at 10.43 %. The 2006 Australian Computer Crime Survey [12] has estimated computer facilitated financial fraud and proprietary information breaches at over A$ 2,000,000 in lost revenue. With the recent proliferation of newer digital devices in the markets and the increasing frequency of discovering such devices in investigations, a new term called digital forensics was coined. This new term now refers to investigating any type of media capable of storing digital information as part of a forensic investigation. The Digital Forensic Research Workshop (DFRWS) Technical committee [63] has defined digital forensic science as below:
The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations.
Digital forensics: the process
Digital forensics is multi-staged process starting with the identification of digital media from a scene (possible criminal) as potential evidence to the stage where it is presented as evidence by an expert witness in a court of law. The sequence of activities is illustrated at a high level in Fig. 1 .
The very first stage of the digital forensic process is the identification of relevant digital evidence. This involves the identification of one or more sources of digital storage capable of storing digital information associated with the investigation at hand. Some examples of hardware that can provide digital evidence include hard disks on computer systems, random access memory cards, USB and other external sources of secondary storage, mobile phones, PDAs and so on. Once identified, evidence is acquired from the devices and forensically preserved.
By acquisition, we refer to the process of obtaining a binary bitwise copy of the entire contents of all digital media that are identified. The evidence thus acquired is preserved and standard hash signatures like MD5 or SHA1 is used to verify integrity of the digital evidence.
In a digital forensics investigation, investigators deal with acquiring digital records for examination. Digital records can vary in form and type. Documents on a computer, telephone contact list, lists of all phone calls made, trace of signal strength from the base station of a mobile phone, recorded voice and video files, email conversations, network traffic patterns and virus intrusions and detections are all examples of different types of digital records. In short, digital evidence encompasses: a. User data b. Metadata associated with user data c. Activity logs; and possibly d. System logs User data pertains to data directly created or modified or accessed by one or more users involved in an investigation. Metadata pertains to data providing context of how, when, who and in what form the user data was created or modified or accessed. Activity logs are records of user activity by a system or application or both detailing specific actions conducted by one or more users and system logs pertain to variations in system behavior from the normal based on one or more actions conducted by the users.
Once the digital evidence is acquired, it is always necessary to make copies and conduct all forensic tests on such read-only copies, lest any activity tamper the data stored within the original sources [58, 59] . The digital evidence is then examined using one or more forensic tools. These forensic tools generally provide some form of file system abstraction to the digital evidence, such that their contents may be examined for trace of evidence. This stage is called evidence examination where the digital evidence sources are examined for their contents and possibly indexed for conducting searches. This definition is in accordance with Casey's view of the digital forensic examination process. Casey [44] defines forensic examination as the process of extracting information from digital evidence and making it available for analysis. In some cases, the examination of digital evidence may reveal some hidden or otherwise not explicit information which has to be extracted and subsequently analyzed. The act of identifying such information is termed evidence discovery.
After evidence examination and discovery, forensic analysis begins where the evidence sources and the discovered data are analyzed to determine the sequence of events leading to the reported crime under investigation. Casey [44] defines forensic analysis as the application of scientific methods and critical thinking to address the fundamental questions in an investigation: what, who, why, how, when and where. The individual stages are thoroughly documented and this documentation is presented in a court of law. Oftentimes, the presentation of digital evidence in court may be accompanied by an expert witness for testifying.
Research challenges
In a digital investigation, investigators deal with acquiring digital records for examination. Digital records can vary in forms and types. Documents on a computer, telephone contact list, list of all phone calls made, trace of signal strengths from base station of a mobile phone, recorded voice and video files, email conversations, network traffic patterns and virus intrusions and detections are all examples of different types of digital records. In the last decade, a large number of new digital devices have been introduced with advancements in digital technology. Lalis et al.'s [115] article on wearable computing provides a flavor for this changing digital scenario. These advances in digital technology and the relatively gradual progress in digital forensics have resulted in five major challenges [34, 74, 169] . They are:
1. Complexity problem 2. Diversity problem 3. Consistency and correlation; 4. Quantity or volume problem; and 5. Unified time-lining problem Digital forensics has developed primarily a reactive field [74] which is a prime cause for these challenges, viz., advancements in digital forensics were triggered by crime first being committed on a computer or any digital device. Consequently, the field apparently seems to follows the trend rather than leading it.
Primarily, digital evidence is acquired in raw binary form which is too difficult for humans to understand and this leads to the complexity problem [34] . Forensic tools are hence used to interpret the raw digital evidence to address this problem. But currently, there is abundance in the number of forensic tools to interpret binary data in digital evidence and consequently, complexity has taken a backseat.
Of late, the amount of data collected during investigations has been steadily growing and it is becoming ineffective to analyze every single byte. The volumes and the heterogeneity of digital evidence have called for the application of data reduction techniques by grouping data into larger chunks or by removing known and irrelevant data prior to analysis. Garfinkel [74] also acknowledges the growing volumes of storage devices and makes an additional observation that in the presence of the multiple operating systems, file formats and devices, there is no standard way to examine and analyze all types of digital evidence-this has led to the diversity problem. Besides, with digital investigations often having to deal with multiple sources, investigators are required to examine consistency and correlate the evidence discovered across these sources leading to the consistency and correlation challenge. Garfinkel [74] observes that as there are no standards in data representation across these devices, many of which are proprietary, forensic examination and analysis become a significant challenge. Besides, the forensic tools currently in existence are designed to find pieces of digital evidence but not assist in investigations [78] ; hence, majority of the analysis is conducted manually. Since different sources require different forensic tools, this has resulted in the diversity problem.
Despite this seemingly common structure of many file systems, these file systems are customized in the manner in which they store and process files. As a result, a file system partition which is defined as NTFS cannot process an EXT or a HFS partition. Another example of such a seemingly common structure for potential evidence sources is among logs; all log files have a set of fields and corresponding set of values, and they are used to record activities to tracking system behavior or users' activities. Nevertheless, not all logs can be interpreted the same way. Each log is customized to track specific activities and hence the events of a system log and a network can never be merged together. In other words, the semantics of the log is embedded in the log type which is lost when they are merged. Moreover, when multiple sources of digital evidence are identified for investigation, not only is it essential to analyze them, it is also essential to corroborate and correlate the data between these sources for consistency. For instance, if a user has visits a webpage, the visit creates a record in the user's browser history as well as the cookies. If the user accessed the webpage via a proxy, the proxy will also contain an entry corresponding to the visit. Hence, multiple logs may require to be corroborated during forensic analysis. This is the consistency and correlation problem.
With the rapid increase in the sizes of storage media, the volumes of digital evidence collected these days are tremendously large [36] . Investigators are required to analyze enormous volumes of data in any given investigation and in the absence of sufficient automation, it is tedious work. Richard and Roussev [169] and Garfinkel [74] have also separately acknowledged the growing volume of digital evidence as a major concern. This growing volume of digital evidence is known simply as the volume problem. Marziale et al. [125] recognize the need to have efficient computing systems to run forensic tools, especially in distributed computing scenarios and propose a multi-threaded solution to carve 1 data from digital evidence. Liebrock et al. [122] propose a preliminary design for a terabyte dataset framework to accommodate the growing volumes of digital evidence by storing them in RAID arrays. The XIRAF architecture [6] automatically indexes content in digital evidence allowing investigators to query evidence.
Generating such a unified timeline across multiple sources of digital evidence presents many challenges [25, 30, 116, 182, 198] . Broadly speaking, some of these challenges are:
1. Time zone reference and timestamp interpretation 2. Clock skew, clock drift and synchronization; and 3. Syntax aspects We refer to this as the unified time-lining problem. Coutaz et al. [61] argue that capturing contextual information retains the key to integrating different technology services. Context would allow the system to decide the most relevant evidence to be retained. The aim is to limit the investigation space by drawing boundaries on the evidence categories to restrict the tests conducted on these classes of evidence.
An increasing number of digital systems are getting integrated and there is a need to access and interpret the data from these systems in a uniform and consistent manner. Fundamentally, owing to the variety that the current digital systems exhibit, it is integral to identify or establish a common platform for digital data integration and analysis. Given the ever growing volumes of digital investigation cases, the success of this approach hinges on the ability to automate the process. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we classify digital forensic research literature into 4 main categories and each subsequent section explores the details of the published works. We conclude in Sect. 7 with a brief summary and in Sect. 8, take a look at some areas which hold much promise.
Classification of research literature
In this section, we review the broad area of digital forensics to inform us of the state of the art developments and best practices in the field and with an aim of identifying unresolved research challenges in the field. Hosmer [99] calls for the need to standardize the concept of digital evidence to provide a common platform for investigators to perform forensic analysis. Drawing parallel from physical evidence acquisition process, Hosmer suggests adopting a methodology that is similar to how physical evidence are stored and organized. However, since digital evidences can be altered, copied or erased, he proposes the 4-point principles of authentication, integrity, access control and non-repudiation while handing digital evidence. Mercuri [131] outlines some of the major challenges facing the field of digital forensics:
i. scaling technology and the need to adapt scalable architectures ii. need to adopt uniform certification programs and courses in digital forensics iii. need for changes in the digital evidence permissibility laws in courts
Casey [45] discusses recent challenges set by network intrusions and suggests steps to manage security breaches. He calls for sophisticated digital evidence acquisition techniques, efficient methods to preserve evidence over long periods of time, effective tools for analysis and development of forensic theories to lay a stronger foundation for future analysis. Adelstein [1] presents an argument for the need to adopt new acquisition and analysis techniques for the growing number of live memory forensic analysis. Trends indicate that it is infeasible to always bring down a system to image the system and often investigators must rely on their ability to reliably image the memory and available storage drives for examination during an investigation. Increasingly, it appears that forensics must quickly learn to bridge the gap between what is necessary and what is available. However, in order to tackle such dynamic variety in digital data, there is need to abstract the evidence model and analyze its characteristics before further challenges can be identified.
Turner [202] states that when devices become more specialized, forensic examiners will require acquaintance with as many different processing tools to interpret the data they contain. This is owing to the fact that forensics is limited today as it can process captured information only as a single entity. Existing digital forensic tools are typically fine-tuned to capture and extract data from specific storage media. Some tools like EnCase and the Forensic Toolkit have sufficient intelligence built-into understand and interpret a few different types but there is no tool in existence to date that can interpret all types of data. The common digital evidence storage format working group [58] has re-iterated the drawbacks with current forensic analysis tools in terms of not being able to cope with multiple proprietary image formats. The group emphasizes the need for introducing a common digital evidence storage format that is common to variety of evidence sources including hard disk images, network logs, proxy cache data, memory dumps, etc.
Current research in digital forensics can be classified into 4 major categories, viz. evidence acquisition and representation, evidence discovery and examination, digital forensic analysis and digital forensic process modeling. Evidence acquisition is concerned with identifying and acquiring digital data in a forensically secure manner from a variety of digital devices. This branch examines the forensic scope of data from different devices and presents new techniques and tools (both hardware and software) to acquire data from the field. The data so acquired is then carefully imaged into secure drives for data discovery and examination. Evidence examination and discovery deals with techniques to discover relevant data within the acquired sources and the software support needed to examine the contents using one or more forensic tools. Evidence examination deals with the extraction of information from digital evidence and makes it available of analysis [44] . The different forensic tools used generally provide some form of file system or schema support to the digital evidence sources enabling investigators to navigate through the sources examining their contents. Digital forensic analysis is the application of the scientific method and critical thinking to address the fundamental questions in an investigation: who, what, where, when, how and why [44] . The process involves the analysis of artifacts from one or more sources of digital evidence to determine the sequence of events and answer these fundamental questions in order to solve the crime that is being investigated.
Forensic analysis also involves using the fundamental principles underpinning the creation, modification, tamper and deletion of digital data on storage media and coming up with a logical sequence of events to explain the state of data in acquired evidence. Digital forensic process modeling deals with establishing theoretical backgrounds on the forensic process and defining procedures and processes that must be in place while guaranteeing integrity of evidence throughout an investigation. The modeling process also defines fundamental forensic principles for the development of new tools in forensics examination and analysis. In the following sections, we will deal with each category separately identifying the different published research in them.
Evidence acquisition and representation
Evidence acquisition, being the first step in a digital investigation has been thoroughly studied to understand where there is scope for data (potential digital evidence) and how it can be extracted. Several national governmental agencies have recognized the need to deal with increasing use of digital data and participated in efforts to define guidelines for their use and handling.
Standards and guidelines
The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) and the Department of Justice (DoJ) in the United States of America have laid down principles for first responders, where to search for evidence in a crime scene and how to go about acquiring data. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has supported many such initiatives and has provided both tools and tool testing capability [147, [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] for evidence acquisition. The Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) [11] has published the Good Practice Guide for Computer based Electronic Evidence in the United Kingdom and Standards Australia [196] has laid down guidelines for the management of IT evidence in Australia. While there has been a general growth in awareness for acquiring digital evidence and different national standards have been published, the underlying principle in evidence acquisition remains the same. Typically, when a hard disk must be acquired, it is connected to a forensic system via a write-blocker and a binary image of the entire disk is taken. A write blocker is a hardware device or software tool that allows read-only access to the suspect disk to avoid tampering evidence and maintains data integrity. While it is a safe and secure method for hard disk acquisition and is applicable to all disk formats, the sheer volumes of hard disks today render the process tedious. Further, if a disk was purchased in a secondary market, as in many cases, often investigators acquire and analyze far too much data than necessary which amounts to precious lost time in an investigation. This can be attributed to the fact that such disks could contain irrelevant data, deleted, lost or otherwise, which would be captured by the acquisition tool. In such cases, improper formatting of secondary disks and possibly improper magnetization in the disks could result because of aging. Since in most cases the data are acquired in raw binary format, there are no reliable means to compress the size of the acquired data which renders the process cumbersome. Since then, however, several proprietary formats have been engineered to compress these images and manage size of data [59] .
Since initially recognizing the need to acquire digital data and use it in digital investigations, research has paved the way for several new acquisition techniques and tools in the public domain for evidence in different types of devices. Lyle [123] describes the functions of a hardware write blocker and describes how the NIST had come up with testing tools to validate their functionality. Garfinkel [79, 80] notes in many cases often investigators acquire and analyze far too much data than necessary which amounts to precious lost time in an investigation. This can be attributed to the fact that certain sources of digital evidence could contain irrelevant or deleted data which would be captured by the acquisition tool.
Since initially recognizing the need to acquire digital data and use it in digital investigations, research has paved the way for several new acquisition techniques and tools in the public domain for evidence in different types of devices. While acquisition was recognized as a straightforward process, it involved gathering a variety of different devices and data in several different formats, viz., raw binary format, expert witness format (EWF), advanced forensic format (AFF), Encase image file format and so on. The raw binary format is a purely binary image of the source. The EWF is the basis of the image file format created by EnCase. The Encase image file format is relatively compressed but proprietary image format used by Encase forensic tools.
AFF
Garfinkel [79] developed the AFF which is an opensource format exclusively for hard disk images. The AFF is partitioned into two-layers providing both abstraction and extended functionality. AFF's lower data storage layer describes how a series of name/value pairs are stored in one or more disk files in a manner that is both operating system and byte-order independent. AFF's upper disk presentation layer defines a series of name/value pairs used for storing images and associated metadata. It presents an opportunity for an investigator to capture all the information related to a disk and also allows recording of case related metadata. Garfinkel has developed the afflib 2 open source library to support AFF format, integrated in many open source forensic tools. However, the AFF is primarily designed for forensic images of hard disks and does not account for raw sources of digital evidence, such as files and logs and regular sources such as memory dumps and network packet captures. Cohen et al. [56] proposed the AFF4 by redesigning the AFF model to accommodate out-of-band information. AFF4 supports multiple secondary storage devices, new data types (including network packets and memory images), extracted logical evidence, and forensic workflow. The investigator may choose to extract relevant evidence from the encapsulation and conduct evidence examination and analysis. The raw binary format or EWF are the most popular imaging formats but they do not provide effective means to compress the acquired data which renders handling digital evidence in the later stages rather unwieldy.
Digital evidence bags (DEB)
Turner [202] proposes the DEB, an abstraction model for evidence when multiple source types are involved. This model accounts for including volatile memory and other forms of data that were being acquired in some investigations. DEB is a hierarchical evidence model, illustrated in The index extension files list the files and folders contained in evidence and record the metadata information like file creation times, access times, modification dates and folder paths. Alternatively, it could contain the make, model, serial number and the manufacturer details as metadata for storage disks. The bag extension files contain the actual files obtained from the evidence site. These include the contents of the files in raw format. Turner demonstrates the use of the model in a network investigation and system administration task [205] and uses it for selective intelligent acquisition [204] from static storage devices. Masters and Turner [126] describe a method to represent data from magnetic swipe card readers using the DEB model.
Trends indicate that it is infeasible to always bring down a system to image it and often investigators must rely on their ability to reliably image the memory and available storage drives for examination during an investigation using online imaging. This recent development is a significant detour from McKemmish's 4-point model [128] which assumes that digital evidence is always acquired after the system is turned off.
While DEB is an integral concept to maintain provenance information regarding digital evidence, it omits any reference to time zone information and timestamp representation, for instance when dealing with multiple digital evidence sources, from several time zones. Being able to abstract the representation of digital evidence and the timecorrelation of multiple sources is one of the key research focal points for the future. While the TAG file definition is novel and helps verify evidence integrity, it is mainly intended to help human interpretation.
Secure digital evidence bags
Schatz and Clark [181] observe that the DEB model is monolithic in nature and proposed a representation approach to integrate metadata with evidence information and introduced an open DEB architecture called sealed digital evidence bags (SDEB), illustrated in Fig. 3 . The SDEB, however, assumes the pre-existence of forensic domain ontology in the context of the case. The model is defined using resource description framework using Universal Resource Indicator (URI) [17] to tag the evidence bags. Each tag is uniquely identified with an identifier and they are immutable. When the analysis of primary evidence results in secondary evidence, a new evidence bag is created into which the details are stored. Hence, the existing evidence bags are untouched and unlikely to undergo modifications. In addition, each tag is also associated with a tag signature which records and stores the hash signature like SHA1 or MD5 to verify SDEB integrity before using it.
Each of the digital evidence models discussed above have provided significant advance over earlier research with regard to representing digital evidence and addressing the diversity problem to varying degrees. The DEB and the SDEB models emphasize data integrity, not forensic examination and analysis. Consequently, these models fail to address the volume, consistency and correlation and the unified time-lining problems. While the AFF4 addresses the diversity problem and provides certain level of consistency among digital evidence, it is designed using the ZIP specification as the container format does not record accurate time zone information.
Analysis requires a framework that superstructures the forensics investigation process and enables the inclusion of new tools to understand and interpret the data in a holistic manner. Such a framework would naturally support an abstraction model which retains data integrity while also allowing enhanced analysis capabilities by providing easier access to evidence encapsulated in these models.
Forensic acquisition tools
There have been several other efforts in advancing the state of the art in techniques for data acquisition from electronic devices. Gillam and Rogers [87] present the FileHound ''field analysis'' software for first responders. Adelstein and Joyce [2] propose File Marshal for automatic extraction of P2P data over a network. Kornblum [114] presents a methodology for forensic acquisition of Linux disk with odd number of sectors. LaVelle and Konrad [118] propose the FriendlyRoboCopy as a method for forensic preservation while acquiring data from a network. Carrier and Grand [38] describe a hardware based memory acquisition procedure while Schatz [180] presents a software based volatile memory capture using BodySnatcher. Schuster [183, 185] examines the presence of processes and threads in Windows memory dumps and examines memory allocation strategies in Windows Operating systems, Solomon et al. [195] analyze user data persistence in physical memory and Mee et al. [130] have examined the Windows registry as a forensic artifact. Schuster [184] describes the Microsoft Vista event log format and studies its forensic capabilities and Murphey [145] presents a methodology for automated event log forensics combining multiple logs. Hargreaves et al. [93] describe the Windows Vista format and examine the challenges it poses to forensics while Park et al. [159] study data concealment and detection in Microsoft Office 2007 files. Eckstein and Jahnke [68] present a study on data hiding in journaling file systems, Gupta et al. [92] study hidden disk areas in a hard disk, Barik et al. [13] propose a methodology to preserve authentic date and timestamps in EXT2 file system for forensic purposes and Schatz et al. [182] propose a method for establishing timestamp provenance in digital evidence by corroborating system timestamps with a universal source such as NTP timestamps. Kenneally and Brown [107] present a risk sensitive approach to evidence collection while adhering to a legal framework and Johnston and Reust [106] highlight the importance of evaluating evidence in a network intrusion case study. Casadei et al. [42] present an overview of the SIM card forensics, Laurie [117] analyzes the forensic scope for Bluetooth technology and Nutter [155] examines TomTom records for identifying locations. Figure 4 illustrates the taxonomy of digital forensic acquisition and representation. The author recognizes that the figure is not exhaustive for space constraints but the author has tried to fit in as many literature works as possible.
Evidence discovery and examination
During Evidence examination, digital evidence sources are interpreted using one or more forensic tools. These forensic tools essentially provide a file system abstraction to the digital evidence source as defined by Carrier's forensic tool abstraction layers [34] which bridges the gap between the definition of a forensic process model and the development of associated forensic tools in aiding an investigation. Evidence discovery involves the process of reliably 3 recovering encrypted, hidden, lost or deleted data from the acquired evidence for further examination. Since raw data from digital evidence is often very difficult to understand, the data are translated through one or more layers of abstraction using forensic tools until they can be understood. The directory is an example of a file system abstraction while ASCII is a non-file system binary abstraction. The abstraction layer concept has been instrumental in the development of many forensic tools. The tool abstraction model proposed by Carrier is illustrated in Fig. 5 . According to Carrier, the abstraction layers used in forensic tools can introduce two types of errors, namely, tool implementation error introduced by tool design errors and abstraction error which is introduced by the simplifications used to generate the tool. Pan and Batten [158] study the reproducibility of digital evidence that builds on this abstraction layer concept.
Forensic tools and frameworks
The forensic community has also witnessed the advent of many other tools for examining digital evidence from hard disk images, logs, network captures, memory dumps, mobile phones and so on. Corporates like AccessData and Guidance software came up with their own proprietary evidence storage formats and introduced the Guidance EnCase and AccessData FTK forensic tool suites for examining digital evidence. Sleuthkit [35] , Pyflag [55] , Wireshark [57] , log2timeline, 4 tcpdump 5 and volatility 6 are a few equivalents from the opensource community.
Typically the evidence is represented as a binary large object with associated metadata and the tools provide readonly interfaces to the data at both text and hexadecimal abstraction level. With the development of research in this category, such tools are since supporting a variety of evidence formats. The common digital evidence storage format working group presents a comparative study [59] on the different evidence storage formats and the software support that they have on a suite of forensic toolkits.
The challenge we face today is that the forensic tools currently in existence are highly specialized for certain types of digital evidence. Sleuthkit for instance, only examines forensic images of hard disks and Wireshark can only examine network captures. There is an increasing level of awareness of this issue and we have some exceptions in our midst. Pyflag, for example, can examine forensic images, memory dumps, logs and network captures; and log2timeline can examine and timeline different types of logs. Nonetheless, even such tools haven't been able to achieve complete integration of multiple sources.
Pyflag, for instance, can examine forensic hard disk images, memory dumps, network captures and logs. However, while Pyflag can support the examination of multiple sources of digital evidence, each source must be examined separately and the analysis must to be conducted by manually collating the different reports that Pyflag generates. The wide diversity amongst the various forensic tools for conducting forensic examination has also made it very cumbersome to integrate information and perform analysis of multiple sources of digital evidence in a unified manner.
Existing digital forensic tools are typically fine-tuned to capture and extract data from specific storage media. Some tools like EnCase and the Forensic Toolkit (FTK) support multiple file system types and a few digital evidence formats. Microsoft released a forensic toolkit called COFEE 7 to extract evidence from Windows computers but exclusively for law enforcement agencies. X-Ways Forensics 8 is a computer forensics software which integrates file system examination for multiple file systems, but it is proprietary and based on licensing. Nevertheless, current challenges in forensic analysis scale far beyond the realms of hard disk analysis and must also account for evidence provided from system and network logs, network captures, memory dumps and a large number of other digital devices. Table 1 lists some of the most popular forensic toolkits and compares their capabilities. Of these, the Encase and FTK are commercial varieties while the remaining three are open source. While there are several other specialized tools to access and examine the contents of network packets, volatile memory, deleted files, and logs, they are not as comprehensive as the five listed in the table to qualify for a toolkit. Some of these specialized tools are tcpdump, Wireshark, volatility, rifiuti, Vinetto, and log2timeline.
The table is classified into 4 major categories based on interpretation and analysis of digital evidence, viz., binary access, representation and interpretation, metadata and evidence composition and within each category, the specific capabilities are listed. Binary access corresponds to the abstraction of digital evidence data at its lowest level and provides binary level access. Moreover, this access is read-only to ensure the integrity of the source of digital evidence during all stages of an investigation. Representation and interpretation corresponds to providing file level abstractions in file systems, log record abstractions in logs, process level abstractions in memory dumps and network packet abstractions in network packet captures. Many forensic tools also index the text at this abstraction level for subsequent querying and searching. Metadata corresponds to extracting the metadata from the relevant file and log abstractions for subsequent analysis and evidence composition corresponds to handling multiple and heterogeneous sources of digital evidence in order to facilitate the conduction of a holistic investigation.
Binary abstraction of digital evidence was established by Carrier [34] to overcome the complexity problem and all these forensic toolkits support it. In fact, all forensic tools must provide this basic support. File system based forensics is fairly established and so is the act of text querying and searching; all these forensic toolkits support these two functionalities.
In the metadata category, the identification of file system metadata, especially MAC timestamps has been deepseated and hence the ability to extract file system metadata is common to these toolkits; however other types of metadata have been sparingly accessed or used, even on other forensic tools. Over the last decade, the design of forensic toolkits has principally been from the point of view of extracting all types of digital evidence that can be identified on a source [74, 169] , consequently much of the task of putting the information discovered from evidence together and interpreting the semantics has been left to an investigator.
Recent advent of such tools, especially in the opensource community, is an acknowledgement of the importance associated with developing solutions that can integrate increasingly more number of digital evidence sources to tackle technological diversity. However, the ability to analyze and cross correlate information derived from one source across other sources is not supported in the architectures they build on. The examination and forensic analysis of digital evidence hence remain disconnected and analysis continues to be performed manually.
Carrier developed the Sleuthkit [35] that exports results to a browser interface (Autopsy) as HTML output. Cohen [55] extended the functionality of Sleuthkit and developed the Pyflag framework that can operate on forensic images, memory dumps, logs and network captures. Sleuthkit addresses the integration of file system analysis across multiple file systems and Pyflag integrates the examination of file systems, memory dumps, network packet captures and logs into a single framework. The open computer forensic architecture 9 (OCFA) developed by the Dutch National Police Agency 10 is another example on an integrated forensic architecture. However, OCFA only integrates the forensic image formats such as RAW, EnCase and EWF for file system examination. All these tools, i.e., Sleuthkit, Pyflag and OCFA, allow multiple sources of digital evidence to be examined simultaneously. However, the analysis needs to be conducted manually by an investigator using a search and browse interface.
Data carving
In several cases, it was found that deleted data or partial file data could help an investigation which gave rise to the new field of data carving. Carving is the process of identifying the file types using a string of bytes, called magic numbers, from an image and matching with a database of known magic numbers to recover deleted or partially deleted files [63] . The magic number is a constant used to identify a file format and is hence unique to each format. The DFRWS report of 2001 [63] defines, Data carving is the process of extracting a collection of data from a larger data set. Data carving techniques frequently occur during a digital investigation when the unallocated file system space is analyzed to extract files. The files are ''carved'' from the unallocated space using file type-specific header and footer values. File system structures are not used during the process. Carving is done on a disk when the unallocated file system space is analysed to extract files because data cannot be identified due to missing of allocation info, or on network captures where files are ''carved'' from the dumped traffic using the same techniques [78, 79] . One drawback of this process on disks or images is that filecarving tools typically contain many false positives, hence tests must be done on each of the extracted files in order to check its consistency. A huge repository of such file types and headers are then incorporated into each forensic tool which then examines the section of data that need to be carved with the reference file signatures. Garfinkel has proposed a technique by controlling state space explosion to carve from AFF images [81] . Richard and Roussev [168] describe a high performance file carver called Scalpel carving files from hard disk images. The paper compares its performance in terms of speed and memory requirements with Foremost, a popular Linux file carver. Marziale et al. [125] propose a hyper threading scheme to improve digital forensic tool performance. The hyper threading architecture performance is analyzed in terms of time taken to carve a set of large volume hard disk images. Garfinkel [83] studies forensic feature extraction using file carving across 750 hard disk images and attempts to determine cross drive correlation. In [82] , Garfinkel proposes a method for continuous fragmented file carving using fast object validation. Alvarez [7] proposes a method for using EXIF file headers for file carving in images. Since 2004, the opensource community 11 has been actively promoting the use of several forensic tools which perform specific tasks and can be operated in conjunction with one another. However, the analysis of digital evidence, especially in an automated manner, has continued to evade the forensic community.
Data hiding and steganography
We mentioned earlier that evidence examination is often accompanied by discovery of new information from within digital evidence and this is called evidence discovery. One such evidence discovery technique is the discovery of steganographic information. Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a way that no one, apart from the sender and intended recipient, suspects the existence of the message. Digital steganography may include hiding information inside document files, image files, programs or protocols. Media files are ideal for steganographic transmission because of their large size. Hosmer and Hyde [98] introduce the challenges posed by steganography and propose the saturation view technique to detect steganographic information from digital images.
Lee et al. [119] present an approach for detecting image anomalies by combining computer graphics principles and AI reasoning. Image forgery has been classified into four categories, viz. deletion, insertion, photomontage and false captioning. The approach operates on the premise that if key objects (known a priori) can be identified in an image then reasoning can be employed to determine whether or not it has been tampered with. The approach segments a given image, computes the importance map on regions of importance and employs a rule based reasoning component to determine forgery status. While this work presents a novel combination of graphics and AI, such techniques are also equally important in detecting anomalies in other types of evidence data. Mead [129] from NIST examines the techniques used at the national software reference library for building a corpus of known software, file profiles and file signatures used by law enforcement. The Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence has explored scope for digital evidence in Windows operating systems [178, 179] .
Metadata in forensics
Metadata refers to data about the data that is stored within a source of digital evidence. Metadata can be defined at many levels, such as system metadata, file system metadata, application metadata, document metadata, email metadata, business metadata, geographical metadata and many more. Each type of metadata contains information describing aspects pertaining to the type they are attributed to. Metadata of a particular type provides certain context information that enables easy handling and management of the data contained and is hence very informative. For instance, file system metadata describes certain attributes as recorded by a file system regarding a particular file, such as its location, MAC timestamps, file size, owner and permissions. Similarly, application metadata records context as recorded by the application handling that file or artifact such as author, application version, format, and encoding. Thus, the term metadata is an umbrella definition to encompass all such different types of metadata. According to the Sedona Principles for Addressing Electronic Document Production [187] , metadata includes information about the document or file that is recorded by the computer (or digital device) to assist in storing and retrieving the document or file. The information may also be useful for system administration as it reflects data regarding the generation, handling, transfer and storage of the document or file within the computer (or digital device). Much of the metadata is neither created by nor normally accessible to a computer user.
Broadly, file system metadata and application metadata are also often referred to as external and embedded metadata [188] since file system metadata is stored external to the document or file it describes and application metadata is embedded into it. In the traditional sense, metadata are only native to files and documents that reside on file systems. Nevertheless, log records and network packets also have some associated information that can be attributed the term metadata. Although logs and network packet captures themselves reside as files in a file system, the entries they contain are independent units that correspond to specific events. For instance, an entry in the IE history log, index.dat, would correspond to visiting a web page characterized by a URI. The attributes corresponding to this entry contain the timestamp of web page visit, the domain, the host server IP address, and so on. Similarly, an entry in a network packet capture corresponds to a network packet that was observed by the network capture sensor on a particular network belonging to a specific protocol containing a source and destination address. A network packet can be associated with a timestamp, source and destination IP addresses, the protocol for transfer and payload size. Such information may be treated as metadata for a log record or a network packet, as the case may be. Shankaranarayanan and Even [192] have discussed the different semantics metadata can possess under various contexts and how valuable it is to researchers despite the enigma it poses. Carrier and Spafford [39] have noted that metadata can be treated as the characteristics of a digital object. According to Carrier and Spafford, every digital object which is a discrete collection of digital data, is an evidence of at least one event and the metadata is a partial representation of the state of a digital object. Buchholz and Spafford [28] have examined the role of file system metadata in digital investigations and they note that despite the lack of quality and quantity of information stored in file system metadata, it plays a crucial role in reconstructing events.
Boutell and Luo have used EXIF metadata in digital photographs for classifying based on camera specifications [21] and to perform scene classification [23] and Alvarez [7] uses EXIF metadata in digital photographs to verify authenticity of a picture and determine whether it has been altered. Bohm and Rakow [20] discuss the different aspects of classifying multimedia documents based on document metadata. Multimedia documents can be classified into six orthogonal categories, viz., representation of media type, content description, content classification, document composition, document history and document location.
Castiglione et al. [49] highlight the type of information that can be obtained from document metadata on Microsoft Compound Document File Format (MCDFF) which may be of relevance in digital investigations. Garfinkel and Migletz [76] develop a tool for automatic metadata extraction from digital evidence. Rowe and Garfinkel [174] develop a tool that uses directory and file metadata to determine anomalous files on a large corpus. The tool uses fiwalk [78] to traverse the corpus and compute statistical characteristics on the numerical metadata and generate 204 output files based on which anomalous files such as misnamed files and duplicate copies of files were identified. Garfinkel et al. [75] propose an automated solution for the multi-user carved data ascription problem using file location information from the OS and training a classifier.
Digital timestamps and time-lining
A timestamp has a physical realization and a temporal interpretation [67] . The physical realization is an encoding as a pattern of bits while the temporal interpretation stipulates the meaning of the bit pattern, the calendar date and time to which the pattern corresponds. A timestamp is the record of the time, according to some reference clock, associated an event. Allen [4, 5] discusses the different representations of timestamps adopted in literature, including one where timestamps are logical timestamps only, merely a sequential numbering of events on a system.
With regard to metadata in logs and network packet captures, timestamps are the most popular type of metadata used in generating timelines [25, 57] . Often in network packet captures, the packets are organized according to the IP addresses and protocol in investigations involving network intrusion detection. Zander et al. [217] classify IP traffic based on statistical flow characteristics by filtering based on destination address and port. Snort 12 intrusion detection tool allows IP packets to be monitored and sequenced according to IP addresses. Jiang et al. [105] have proposed a coloring scheme to identify a remotely accessible server or process to detect provenance aware self-propagating worm contaminations. This scheme associates a unique color as a system-wide identifier to each remote server or process and that is inherited by all spawned child processes. The color also diffuses to other processes that interact with a colored process through read/ write operations.
Weil [214] presents a method for correlating times and dates contained within a file to the modified, accessed, and created/change of status (MAC) times of the file. The method attempts to standardize the apparent file MAC times to the actual time. According to Weil, dynamic date and time stamp analysis relies on external independent sources of time within a file and the MAC times at a singular point in time. In the case study presented in this work, Weil correlates the MAC timestamps with the timestamps within the body of HTML pages. Increasing the number of independent sources enhances the reliability of the data and minimizes CMOS limitations. While the method proposed is feasible for small sets of timestamps during analysis, a more comprehensive method is needed to address this challenge across multiple heterogeneous sources of digital evidence.
Boyd and Forster [25] describe the timestamp interpretation challenges associated with the Internet Explorer and time zone translations between UTC and local time. In their paper, Boyd and Forster describe a case study where investigators were wrongly accused of tampering with computer evidence based on misinterpreted timestamps. They discuss the Microsoft Internet Explorer time structures together with local and UTC time translation issues and suggest a checklist for examiners while interpreting timestamps. This work reinforces our expectations with regard to the challenges in timestamp interpretation and behavior across time zones.
Lamport [116] provides a precise characterization of causality in distributed systems (called the clock consistency condition) and a framework for explaining and reasoning about partial event ordering in distributed systems. The simplest way to implement the clock consistency condition is with ''logical clocks'' that Lamport introduced.
Gladyshev and Patel [90] formulate the event timebounding problem and propose an algorithm for solving it when the causal order is known. They propose a sandwich algorithm to time bound an event when its causal relationship is known with respect to other events whose timestamps are available. Further, they attempt to shorten the time bound [T max B , T min B ] to the smallest value within which the event would have occurred. Willassen [215] proposes a similar formal approach using hypothesis based testing on timestamps to detect antedating.
Stevens [198] proposes the unification of timestamps from different sources by accounting for factors affecting the behavior of system clocks with respect to a global clock. Stevens proposes a global clock model that can account for these factors is used to simulate the behaviour of each independent clock. The clock models are used to remove the predicted clock errors from the time stamps to get a more realistic indication of the actual time at which the events occurred. All the time stamps from different sources are then unified using this global clock model onto a single time-line. In order to be able to unify all the digital events, two sets of information are required. Firstly, one needs to identify all the different clocks that were used and which time stamps were produced by each clock. Secondly, one needs to know the complete behaviour of each clock over the relevant time period. It is also necessary to have a full understanding of how time stamps are generated and their semantics.
Not all system clocks are always accurate. Since system clocks are based on a low frequency CMOS transistor, the clock drifts over several charging and discharging cycles and 1 s count no longer remains exactly 1 s. Schatz et al. [182] and Buchholz and Tjaden [31] have independently analyzed clock skew and clock drift across a system of clocks and their impact in determining exact time when recording system events. Koen and Olivier [111] discuss the information deficiency problem and the use of file timestamps from a UNIX file system in digital forensics. Chow et al. [53] propose a method for systematic evaluation of timestamp behavior on the NTFS file system. Sarmoria and Chapin [177] present an approach for monitoring access to shared memory mapped files and Schuster [185] examines the impact of Windows memory allocation strategies on process and context persistence in memory. van Baar et al. [206] describe a method for recovering files mapped in memory and to link mapped file information process data. The paper presents a case for extracting such data which reduces the amount of unidentified data in memory dumps. The paper claims that 25 % of pages in memory dumps could be identified as part of mapped file. Morgan [144] examines the cause for deleted registry data and proposes a technique for recovering deleted data from Windows registry. Dolan-Gavitt [66] examines the structure of Windows registry and explores the use of tools to extract this data from memory dumps. The paper also describes a compelling attack that modifies cached registry and proposes a method to detect such attacks by examining memory. Petroni et al. [161] propose the FATKit, an extendable framework for extraction and analysis of volatile system memory. Harms [94] investigates system restore points in Windows XP and Arasteh and Debbabi [8] use the process logic to model extracted properties of memory stack and verify against model generated from program assembly code. Arasteh et al. [9] propose a model checking approach to the formalization of forensic analysis of logs. Properties of the model, attack scenarios and event sequences are expressed as formulae of a logic having dynamic, linear, temporal and modal characteristics. The model was then applied to a variety of system, user and network logs to detect an intrusion on a corporate network. Jansen and Ayers [103] provide an overview of PDA forensics and compare different present day tools in their capabilities and limitations.
Indexing and querying digital evidence
Alink et al. [7] propose XIRAF, a new XML based indexing and retrieval of stored digital evidence. The XIRAF architecture indexes into raw disk images storing them in annotated XML format. A query engine called XQuery is used to query into the XML database for evidence related information. However, this architecture is designed only to index and retrieve digital evidence and does not support any means for combining information from multiple types. Further, the architecture lacks flexibility to extract content which may provide key correlations in data elsewhere. Richard et al. [171] propose the forensic discovery auditing module for storing and manipulating digital evidence using digital evidence containers. Beebe and Clarke [15] propose a new methodology to categorize forensic string search results by thematically clustering them to improve information retrieval effectiveness. The approach uses Kohonen self-organizing maps (SOM), an unsupervised neural network which learns the case themes and associated strings from an expert volunteer. The results of the search output are then evaluated based on query precision and recall ratios. While this approach provides significant benefits with respect to string searching, it is infeasible to have an expert classify each case prior to performing analysis. Besides, such an unsupervised model could take a long time learn the themes which is again not within practical boundaries.
Lee et al. [120] present a hardware base approach for improving performance of digital forensic tools. They propose the use of the Tarari content processor to implement a high speed search engine. They also describe the characteristics of the processor and how it can be exploited in the context of digital forensic analysis. Carrier [37] proposes a new methodology for volume analysis using multiple disk volumes. The paper addresses the concerns in accessing large data sets stored across several disks typically in RAID format.
Research in this area has independently addressed some of the challenges in evidence examination and discovery but continues to remain widely scattered. Besides, many of the implementations are customized to a particular operating platform. As a result, the extrapolation of an approach to make it generic is a rather long leap. There is a need to build upon forensic data discovery and examination techniques to develop new mechanisms for the integrated analysis of evidence and determine the sequence of events which would explain the state of data so acquired. Another aspect of research in the area is the lack of availability of forensic datasets for evaluation and validation. Often researchers have to rely on their ability to develop hypothetical case studies or synthetic datasets to validate research contributions. Since much of the research is developed on customized operating platforms, using a particular case study developed by one group to cross validate has not been very successful. Garfinkel [77] acknowledges this absence and has called for conscious efforts on the part of researchers to develop extensive datasets and contribute to the community through various channels. Garfinkel and his group at the Naval Postgraduate School have since developed the Digital Corpora 13 which is available to academics on request. Figure 6 illustrates the taxonomy of digital forensic discovery and examination.
Digital forensic analysis
In recent years there is widespread acknowledgement to focus research efforts in this area [74, 169] . While published research remains sparse, it hold much promise and most likely to witness developments in the years to come. One of the main aims of forensic analysis of digital evidence is the determination of possible reconstruction scenarios. In event reconstruction, the contents of digital evidence sources are analyzed to use the timestamps to set the time windows within which certain activities might have occurred. Additionally, the metadata or data about the contents are used in determining who created or accessed the contents and how they may have been created or accessed. Taking into consideration any pre-conditions that are essential for the existence of the contents would also contribute towards determining how and who could have created or accessed them. Such an exhaustive analysis eventually leads to mapping out a set of possible scenarios from which the investigator identify the most appropriate scenario based on other leads they may have.
Finite state approach and parametric reconstruction
Gladyshev and Patel [90] propose a finite state model approach for event reconstruction. They demonstrate that even a simple printer investigation problem can have exponential state space for analysis. In the context of current cases, clearly such a system is impractical and newer methods are needed to simplify the state space analysis. Carrier and Spafford [41] propose a method for analysis using the computer history model. However, like in the finite state model case, the application is not practical to current case complexities. Jeyaraman and Atallah [104] present an empirical study of automatic reconstruction systems and Khan et al. [110] propose a framework for post event timeline reconstruction using neural networks. Both research works use a set of network logs and train a neural network to learn the attributes of the logs in order to integrate the events into a single timeline.
Correlation and corroboration
Kornblum [113] presents a novel approach to identifying almost identical files using context triggered piecewise hashing. The aim of this paper is to automate detection of visual similarity between two files. The approach combines the rolling hash with the spamsum algorithm to compare the resultant signature and determine if similarity exists. Pal et al. [157] present an approach to detect file fragmentation and use sequential hypothesis testing to identify the fragmentation point. By using serial analysis the approach aims to minimize errors in detection. The approach maintains a base fragment as reference and determines whether a data block is joined or separated.
Calhoun and Coles [33] examine the performance of Fisher's linear discriminant and longest common subsequence methods for predicting the type of file fragment. The work is aimed at improving file carvers by being able to reconstruct files when directory information is lost or deleted. The algorithms were compared across a set of 100 files whose header bytes were partially deleted or lost and the results are reported. Bogen and Dampier [19] propose a case domain modeling approach for large scale investigations and define case specific ontology using UML. Wang and Daniels [213] propose an evidence graph approach to network forensic analysis and build a correlation graph using network captures. Brinson et al. [27] a cyber forensics ontology and focuses on identifying the correct layers for specialization, certification and education within the domain. While the paper discusses the ontology to up to 5 levels in hierarchy, it is determined that this structuring is insufficient for forensic analysis which is far more diverse. Fei et al. [69] introduce SOM, which is an unsupervised neural network, for detecting anomalous human behavior in controlled networks. However, its immediate applicability to integrated forensic analysis is unclear.
Case et al. [43] propose the FACE framework for performing automatic correlations in forensic investigation. However, the framework is structured to only consider static and known relations in data (for example, linking network socket in memory to TCP requests in packet capture) especially when signification case detail is available a priori. Cohen [56] describes the PyFlag network forensic architecture, which is an open-source effort in providing a common framework for integrating forensic analysis from diverse digital sources. PyFlag, however sorely needs an analysis architecture to make the analysis more cohesive. Raghavan et al. [165] propose the forensic integration architecture and describe how to integrate evidence from different sources irrespective of the logical type of its contents. The integration architecture exploits existing technologies and brings varied evidence sources together under one roof to perform unified forensic analysis. The architecture attempts to provide multifarious interpretation and analysis of varied evidence types in a uniform manner independent of origination source and storage formats. It conceptualizes how to integrate evidence using content information from diverse evidence sources which is demonstrated through a case study.
In brief, the analysis category appears to be the most promising among the different categories. However, literature has only witnessed widely scattered efforts in different aspects of forensic analysis. We believe that a consistent and concerted effort by integrating different aspects of digital forensic analysis will perhaps be the future course of research. Figure 7 illustrates the taxonomy of digital forensic analysis.
Digital forensic process modeling
A digital forensic investigator typically has to contend with several digital image formats during an investigation. There can be general lack of cohesiveness in the manner in which the evidence acquisition, examination and analysis are handled. DFRWS 2001 [63] presents a consolidated report calling out the challenges facing the field in the coming years and demanding specific actions to advance the field and develop a better understanding of the digital forensic process.
Many digital forensic process models have been proposed in the literature. Primarily, these models deal with the definition of the general stages in a digital forensic investigation. According to McKemmish [128] , the four broad stages involved in a digital forensic investigation are:
1. Identification of digital evidence; 2. Preservation of digital evidence; 3. Analysis of digital evidence; and 4. Presentation of digital evidence.
Carrier [34] introduces the forensic tool abstraction layer which classifies abstraction layers as lossy or lossless. Carrier and Spafford [39] study the digital investigation process and compare its functioning with a physical investigation and highlight the similarities. Carrier and Spafford [40] set up an event based investigation framework where the abstraction layer concept is extended to other sections of a digital investigation. Pan and Batten [158] study the reproducibility of digital evidence that builds on Carrier's abstraction layer concept. Gerber and Leeson [86] observe that computer-based input-output processes have not been thoroughly understood. They define computer-based IO simply as a sequence of translations followed by transport of data. They propose the layered Hadley model for IO which follows a layered abstracted approach. While the Hadley model accurately models the IO on a single computer, current trends in digital forensics have called for extension of this concept to multiple computers simultaneously and over distributed networks. Besides, digital evidence includes data collected from network logs, proxy caches, memory dumps and therefore, a more comprehensive framework is essential to provide holistic understanding.
As early as 2003, Mocas [142] has identified three main challenges that researchers need to overcome to advance the field of digital forensics from a theoretical standpoint. These challenges are:
1. Scaling technology and the need to adapt scalable architectures; 2. Need to adopt uniform certification programs and courses in digital forensics; 3. Need for changes in the digital evidence permissibility laws in courts.
Leighland and Krings [121] present formalization to digital forensics using a hierarchical elements model. Beebe and Clarke [14] argue the need for an objective based framework for digital forensic process and divide the process into six stages and propose a 2-tier hierarchical objectives framework. The six stages defined by this work are 1. preparation, 2. incident response, 3. data collection, 4. data analysis, 5. presentation of findings; and 6. incident closure
The framework further breaks down these stages into sub-stages (called sub-phases) and list out objectives at each stage for typical investigations.
Carrier and Spafford's computer history model [41] was one of the first works that attempted to formalize digital forensics using a finite state automaton. However, they concluded that the model is computationally infeasible Fig. 7 Taxonomy of digital forensic analysis owing to state space explosion. Hosmer [98, 99] emphasizes the importance of chain-of-custody equivalents in the digital world and calls for auditing every operation conducted on digital evidence from digital devices. Since data on digital devices can be altered, copied or erased, Hosmer proposes the following 4-point principles:
• authentication, • integrity, • access control; and • non-repudiation …while handing digital evidence. The significance of this concept is reinforced by Turner's DEB [202] . Turner focuses on these 4 aspects from the standpoint of forensic acquisition and draws parallel from physical investigations to define DEBto record provenance information.
Myers and Rogers [146] can for the need to standardize the forensic investigation process and present an argument for achieving this through education and certification. Pollitt [162] presents an annotated bibliography of the different digital forensic models and examines their legal constraints while Reith et al. [166] present an independent examination of the digital forensic models and analyze its implications in the context of the report from DRFWS 2001. Figure 8 illustrates the taxonomy of digital forensic process modeling.
Summary
In summary, the digital forensic literature has diversified significantly since its importance was first recognized in early 2000 as a distinct field of study. The digital forensic process is multi-staged which involves the collection of digital evidence from one of multiple crime scenes, called as evidence acquisition. This is followed up by digital forensic examination of the contents of the evidence using forensic toolkits which provide various levels of abstractions to data. This process also serves to discover hidden, deleted or lost data within the contents and detect and decrypt encrypted data. Each file has associated metadata that can be extracted using software support for analysis [44] . The digital forensic analysis covers the realm of analyzing data to understand the set of possible explanations and associated logical sequences of events which explain the state of data in digital evidence. Digital forensic process modeling has attempted to provide overall growth to the area by proposing new theories and principles for the developments of methodologies and forensic tools in the digital investigation process. The overall taxonomy is illustrated in Fig. 9 . The author acknowledges that it is not exhaustive for space reasons but the figure attempts to provide a generic categorization of the different areas of research and identify significant classes of published research.
The recent technological advancements have resulted in significant increase in the volumes of digital evidence being acquired and analyzed in a digital investigation. As a result, the process is not only getting tiresome but humanly impossible. There is urgent need for methodologies and approaches that automate much of the preliminary stages. Both the opensource community and proprietary vendors have recognized this growing need and developed a suite of tools that can work with each other, however, the extent of cooperation needs to be expanded further. It is evident that research in this space cannot remain isolated, viz., already researcher have started developing tools and methods that combine acquisition with examination or some examination with preliminary analysis of digital evidence.
Researchers are presently attempting to integrate multiple forensic and other analysis tools, primarily within a single framework to achieve this task and it has been a major victory. We are sure that in future, more such methodologies and tool development are there to be witnessed.
The road ahead…
Going forward, the volume challenge [34, 74, 169] remains the single largest challenge to conquer in the near future as we get accustomed to deal with terabytes of digital evidence on a daily basis. While computation power and hardware performance continues to grow, it is unlikely to challenge the growing volumes of digital evidence.
Researchers have acknowledged the need to move from the space of developing tools to extract all data, to the space where the evidence is correlated towards solving an investigation [74, 169] . While the types of digital devices have grown exponentially, methinks there is significant potential to identify correlations in such information. One of the ways to manage the volume challenge would be to recognize this correlation across multiple digital evidence sources and automatically associate such evidence items which could lead to a reduction in the number of items for individual analysis. Furthermore, this approach could also facilitate automatic corroboration which is an integral component of forensic analysis. Notwithstanding the targeted and customized applications in the past, this approach has shown promising results [37, 80] . The literature recognizes the need for a comprehensive analysis framework which can adopt and support interpretation of a variety of digital evidence sources. There is an abundance of metadata in today's digital systems and literature recognizes its value to digital forensics, particularly with regard to event reconstruction. Metadata provides what can be considered to be situational information to determine under what context events transpired. Besides, metadata transcends data and formats and hence can bridge the diversity challenge naturally. Sequencing these events across multiple diverse digital evidence sources can also provide a solution to the unified time-lining challenge and provide an investigator a holistic view of all the events across all digital evidence sources which can be very valuable during an investigation.
